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In Canada, community interpreting is little recognized and valued by public institutions, including those in the healthcare sector. Although many healthcare practitioners recognize the crucial role played by interpreters in delivering healthcare services, some of them ascribe to the notion that the inability to communicate with English-speaking or French-speaking patients is the patient’s problem, and that any linguistic miscommunication which may occur is the responsibility of the patient. This attitude contributes to the degree to which healthcare practitioners rely on interpreting provided by family members, including children, without consideration either for risks of errors and omission or for potential violations of confidentiality, which are likely to occur when asking friends or relatives to provide interpreting services. This “wall of resistance” has been deemed responsible for much of the difficulty experienced in Canada by immigrant and minority language advocacy groups in trying to ensure community interpreting services for immigrants, refugees and those Canadians with limited proficiency in English and/or French. A recently completed research study funded by the Government of Canada suggests that a paradigm shift may be operating in the healthcare sector, and that instead of still seeing language barriers solely as a human rights issue, language barriers should be considered from a risk-management perspective as well. This paper will review some of the main findings of this study.

0. Introduction

In 2003, the Healthcare Interpretation Network (HIN) of Toronto, in collaboration with Critical Link Canada, received funding from Health Canada to conduct research aimed at assessing the language barriers to primary healthcare within the Canadian public health system. The overall objectives of this project were to investigate the current approaches used by primary health care providers in delivering health care when they do not share a common language with the patient, and the models of service delivery utilized in the delivery of particular sectors of primary health care. An anticipated outcome of the project was the identification of systemic approaches
to addressing the language barriers existing within the primary healthcare sector.

The project included a review of Canadian and selected international literature and an investigation into the current state of primary healthcare service delivery to patient populations with limited-English or limited-French proficiency (LEP/LFP) in the three largest Canadian cities – Montreal, Quebec; Toronto, Ontario and Vancouver, British Columbia. These sites, which are the main points of entry for newcomers to Canada, were chosen both for the diversity of their immigrant and refugee populations, and the differences in the approaches to the delivery of interpreting services in the healthcare sectors. For example, in Montreal, the *Agence de la santé et des services sociaux de Montréal* is funded by the province of Quebec to respond to the demand for interpreting and translation services by the healthcare sector in that city. In Vancouver, the Provincial Language Service offers interpreting, translation, cultural competency training and consulting services to support healthcare professionals in ensuring ethno-cultural communities full access to quality healthcare services that are culturally and linguistically appropriate. Toronto has a mix of different approaches, but no systematic mechanism is in place.

The primary objective of the research component of the project, which is the subject of this paper, was to document the current state in the provision of primary healthcare services to patient populations who do not share a common language with the health care providers. It aimed at identifying and assessing current models of practice. This study, which was completed in 2004 (Hoen, Nielsen & Sasso, 2006), was useful in documenting what was long suspected: practices are not standardized across the country, and there are but a few instances where health care providers have been able to implement systematic mechanisms to ensure that the quality of health care is not hindered by language barriers. It also highlighted the degree to which the delivery of primary care with the assistance of trained health care interpreters is far from generalized.

This paper will review some of the main findings of this study, and will attempt to explain how a paradigm shift may be the key to integrating community interpreters within the primary healthcare service delivery matrix.

After a description of the research methodology employed to interview service providers in the primary healthcare sector, and of some of the research findings, our analysis of the findings will be framed within the contexts of

- The *risks* involved when working with untrained interpreters;
- the *resistance* to working with professional interpreters;
- the *paradigm shift*. 
1. Research methodology

A qualitative emergent approach was used in interviews with individuals and in focus groups (see 1.2 Sample) with healthcare interpreters and interpreter service agencies, healthcare practitioners in community-based and hospital settings and immigrant settlement workers. The emergent approach was seen to allow a greater level of flexibility in comparison to inductive or deductive methods. Given the exploratory nature of the research project, it was thought that in order to avoid any interference due to the researchers’ preconceptions, this approach would enable informants to delve further into issues that might have been overlooked by researchers in the planning phase of the research. This data-gathering method was also deemed to be suitable for the wide range of informants with varying levels of familiarity with community interpreting in the primary healthcare system.

A questionnaire outline was developed by the researchers for all focus groups and individual informants, asking participants to express their points of view on a wide number of issues relating to, for example, language accessibility to primary health care: the role of the interpreter, the qualities of the ideal interpreter, the availability of trained versus untrained interpreters, and the impact of language barriers on health outcomes.

In the focus group sessions, the interviewer would initiate the discussion by asking a question, after which the informants would be invited to share their views on that question and on each other’s comments. In individual interviews, there was no discussion of the views expressed by the informant. All data were audio-recorded.

1.1. Limitations of the research method

In this research method, informants have the freedom to raise issues of concern to them; as a result, potential researcher bias is reduced. However, in using this method, the researchers could not be confident of collecting comprehensive information because particular issues may not have been raised by informants in the interviews.

Informants were identified by research advisory committees set up in Vancouver, Toronto and Montreal, then invited to take part in a focus group or to be interviewed individually. In selecting participants, advisory committees aimed to achieve maximum representation of all stakeholder groups. One of the limitations of this sampling method is that informants were selected based on their roles within the primary healthcare system, not on their previous knowledge of the issues related to language accessibility in primary health care.

In weighing the benefits and limitations of the research method, the researchers felt that the emergent research approach provided them with a better tool to achieve the objectives of the research. However, given the wide range of data that were collected, other researchers might be well ad-
vised to provide clearer directions to informants during the interview process.

Overall, the main limitations of this emergent qualitative research method are (1) the difficulty of arriving at a precisely quantified analysis of the data; and (2) the risk of not addressing all of the intended research questions identified by researchers prior to the actual discussions and interviews.

1.2. Sample

A total of 140 individuals from Vancouver, Montreal and Toronto were interviewed, either in focus groups or individually. These informants, who were all from the primary healthcare sector, were members of the following stakeholder constituencies:

- community health centres;
- healthcare interpreters;
- hospital emergency services;
- interpreter service agencies;
- interpreting/translation professional associations;
- nurses;
- physicians;
- settlement workers;
- social workers.

While the hospital emergency services do not fit within the Canadian Government’s definition of primary healthcare services, it was recognized that patient populations who have limited proficiency in English or French, and who may be unfamiliar with the healthcare system in general, rely, to a greater extent, on the services provided in hospital emergency departments.

2. Research findings

The findings flowing from this research project suggest that a number of health care providers avoid using any interpreters at all, or, at best, call upon the patients’ family members and friends to help them overcome the linguistic barrier. However, the findings also show that clinicians in the primary healthcare sector are generally aware of the risks involved in relying on the assistance of family members including children, untrained volunteer interpreters, and staff who speak a second language. At the same time, as we will see below (section 5), the data show that this resistance to systemic change to address this potentially dangerous situation appears to be embedded in both the attitudes and practices of the service providers themselves, and the institutional structures and governance policies within the service delivery systems.
This wall of resistance has been deemed responsible for much of the difficulty experienced in Canada by immigrant and minority language advocacy groups in trying to ensure community interpreting services for newcomers to Canada and others who have limited proficiency in English and French, including members of Canada’s First Nations. The discussion stemming from the findings of this study and one of the recommendations of the project, suggests the opportunity for a paradigm shift within the healthcare sector, and that instead of seeing language barriers simply as a human rights issue, the linguistic barriers within the sector may be addressed within the matrix of the organization’s risk management responsibilities.

2.1. Interpreting quality risks

Clinical staff were cognizant of a number of the risks encountered when they had to depend on the interpretations provided by family members and friends. They were, for example, aware that although well-meaning, these individuals would provide interpretations that could be tempered by the stress inherent to the role into which they were placed, and the demands of having to cope with and interpret words and concepts which were cognitively challenging. For instance, a speech pathologist assessing a young patient’s ability to use action words would show the patient a picture of a child playing with blocks and say, “Describe to me what this child is doing.” If the interpreter renders this request as, “Tell me about the child playing with the blocks,” then the assessment will be biased and the pathologist’s ability to offer treatment will be affected. It should be noted that speech pathologists also work with interpreters in assessing the memory and vocabulary of older LEP/LFP patients after they suffer a stroke (Lewington 2006).

Language, interpreting and other cognitive abilities are perceived to be relatively easy to assess. The prevalence of cases where health care providers call upon people to interpret simply based on their ability to speak two languages attests to that perception. However, in spite of service providers believing that they are able to assess the cognitive skills of their would-be interpreters, they appear to overlook the impact that emotional involvement may have on the quality of interpretation. For example, in depending on family members, friends or other untrained interpreters, health care providers should be aware that an oversight by the health care provider of any emotional ties between a patient’s health status and their friends and family members could lead to misinterpretation or to a failure to interpret efficiently. Untrained interpreters may not be able to detach themselves sufficiently from the situation in order to ensure as accurate and complete an interpretation as possible.

As previously indicated, the study revealed that health care providers often depend on family members and friends despite their awareness that the family and friends’ emotional relationship to the patient may influence the latter’s desire to minimize the patients’ or their own pain and discom-
Respondents noted that, in such cases, interpreters would sometimes answer the questions asked by the health care provider instead of letting the patients speak for themselves.

Some informants who had worked with untrained interpreters spoke about times when they had a sense that problems encountered by these interpreters were not limited to terminology problems. One informant cited the instance of a diabetic patient whose family had trouble coming to terms with the illness. It was later revealed that the patient was not following treatment, and because the health care provider had sensed that there was something unusual going on, that provider called upon the services of a professional interpreter.

2.2. Financial risks

One clinical staff member noted that when family members acting as interpreters have a limited knowledge of English themselves, there are situations where after-care instructions are misunderstood, the patient’s condition worsens and the patient has to return to the hospital. This tends to support the hypothesis that unprofessional or faulty interpretation may have a direct financial impact on the healthcare system which could be greater than the cost of employing trained, professional interpreters in the first place.

The findings of the literature review suggest that repeat visits to health care providers may add financial pressures to both the already overburdened public healthcare system, and the economy in general. Appointments with physicians often entail time away from the job, and a misdiagnosis or inability to follow through with treatment due to language barriers, could translate into a loss of productivity.

2.3. Ethical risks

Because employing the services of an interpreter means that the health care provider will have to involve a third party in the discussion of confidential matters, concerns around breaches of confidentiality were raised time and time again by informants. Informants indicated that this potential risk is considerably heightened when the interpreter is known to the patient. By using family members or friends to interpret, health care providers expose themselves to a potential breach of confidentiality vis-à-vis their patients. Take, for example, a situation where a family member brought in to interpret may have a certain responsibility for, or be affected by, the health problem for which the patient is consulting a doctor. Such would be the case for someone consulting a doctor for an undetected sexually transmitted disease who brings in a relative to interpret, or for a physically molested child whose abuser is also acting as the interpreter.

The issue of confidentiality was also raised in the context of communities of languages of lesser diffusion, where community members are
likely to have frequent contact with each other. With respect to knowledge related to patients who are diagnosed with stigma-carrying illnesses, ensuring that the patient-doctor consultation is interpreted at all cost is not the lesser evil; it may actually compound an already difficult situation (see Fiola 2004).

Some informants also noted that, because of the possible consequences of misinterpretation in the healthcare sector, children should never be asked to interpret, as they should never have to be responsible for the issues that are at stake.

2.4. Risks associated with workplace stress

One informant, who was a bilingual staff member, was called upon to interpret, a role for which she believed she was unqualified. The reservations outlined by the informant included uncertainty about the role to be assumed when helping a colleague to work through the language barrier; the ways in which the lack of formal medical training limits the ability to understand and accurately interpret health care-related topics; and, unfamiliarity with the regionalisms in the language spoken by some patients, which creates difficulty when seeking to interpret idiomatic expressions. Also, one can add that the time that bilingual staff members are taken away from their work to act as interpreters is usually not considered to be part of their normal workload. Thus, others have to cover for them in their absence, or they have to make up themselves for that time away from their usual tasks, which can only lead to added stress in the workplace.

3. The resistance to working with professional interpreters

The data suggests that a number of service providers were aware of the liabilities and risks incurred when the delivery of primary healthcare services to patient populations with limited proficiency in English is dependent on the interpretations provided by family, friends, volunteers and bilingual staff, and that the quality of service delivered is compromised in these situations. The research also revealed the presence of systemic hindrances to addressing the linguistic barriers that inhibit delivery of primary healthcare services to patient populations who do not speak either of Canada’s official languages.

The areas of resistance addressed in this section relate to the barriers expressed in the attitudes of clinicians, as well as those barriers framed in the policies and practices of the primary healthcare service delivery systems.
3.1. Attitudinal resistance

The research indicates the presence of attitudes that ascribe to the notion that the inability to communicate in English and/or French is the patient’s problem. One physician indicated a level of impatience with patients who fail to improve their language skills, in particular elderly patients with poor knowledge of English after living in Canada for many years. Another informant admits to encouraging patients to take ESL classes and is less and less inclined to be linguistically accommodating in the examination room, thus requiring the patients to speak English. A third physician suggested that patients could consult lists of language-congruent doctors, i.e. who practise in languages other than English or French, indicating that this would be a solution to overcome the communication barriers patients are facing. Although this may be part of a solution, it is clear that not all patients have the ability or time to search for language-congruent healthcare professionals. Furthermore, a widespread belief among informants is that if doctors are not explaining the procedures they use to their patients, then the patients should find another physician. In the words of one clinician, “if the fit isn’t good, they can go elsewhere.”

Finally, one informant was opposed to the idea that the public healthcare system should be responsible for supplying interpreters when Canada has already two official languages, adding that the healthcare system is already financially strained, and the cost of interpretation would only exacerbate the situation. That informant also suggested that patients with limited English should take some responsibility for their own care, which implicitly includes ensuring that they are able to communicate efficiently with their healthcare professionals, either directly or through the services of someone who is able to do it for them.

3.2. Structural and institutional barriers

Clinicians in one hospital spoke about the barrier presented by an organizational policy which directed that the interpreters provided by the hospital had to be booked 24 hours in advance of the assignment. In such situations clinicians are directed to call a telephone interpreting service. The informants stated their reluctance to use this service on the grounds that it places a burden on clinicians who have to think of all their questions carefully before they place the call. Indeed, it is difficult for them to get the same interpreter back on the line after the fact if they remember or think of other information they need from the patient. Furthermore, they felt that the flow of conversation between patient and practitioner is stilted and artificial, and, “Practitioners have a difficult time assessing whether the patient has understood. You hand the phone over to the patient and hope that the person on the other end is telling them what you said, you have to have a lot of faith when you use the service.” The impersonality of the communication and the risk that some information will be missed were also of concern. Clinicians
in these situations indicated that they had no alternative but to rely on whoever was available in crisis situations to assist them in their communication with clients with whom they did not have a language in common.

Other informants discussed financial barriers which affected the ability of family practice physicians to contract with appropriately trained spoken language interpreters. The provincial governments, who sponsor health-care insurance plans in every Canadian province, usually do not provide for the billing of interpreter services, except to French-speaking minority communities outside Quebec and to English-speaking minority communities in Quebec, or for the additional billable\(^2\) time needed when services are provided with the assistance of an interpreter. The research also revealed that even in situations where budgets can cover the costs of trained interpreters, there was one incident where the manager decided that the funding would be better spent elsewhere and directed that service providers rely on the services of bilingual staff members, volunteer interpreters or family members for their interpretation needs.

While the three-city research revealed the presence of a spectrum of formal and \textit{ad hoc} responses to addressing the linguistic barriers in the delivery of primary healthcare services, evidence shows that there is limited integration of the provision of trained community interpreter services into the primary healthcare sector, inadequate if not non-existent policy development and an uneven understanding among clinicians of the risks associated when working with untrained interpreters in the provision of services to patient populations with limited official language proficiency.

Some of the data collected in this three-city research were consistent with findings published in Bowen (2001). Bowen also signalled that language, rather than cultural beliefs and practices of patients, may be the most significant barrier to initial contact with healthcare services, and, while the evidence is limited, there is some suggestion that, in Canada, limited proficiency in English and French may result in high utilization of specialists and diagnostic services. In Bowen, evidence also demonstrated that these populations have reduced access to mental health and counselling-related services. In addition, Bowen suggests that delays in seeking care, lack of understanding of diagnoses, and the inability to comply with treatment measures may also be the consequences of language barriers.

Of particular concern were the ways in which language barriers may compromise the quality of care as a result of the failure to obtain patients’ informed consent.

4. The paradigm shift

In some countries, language access advocacy groups have had success in the past in convincing decision-makers that public services can only be truly public if they are accessible to the whole of the public, regardless of their physical abilities, gender, religious beliefs, race and language background. Canada has made considerable progress in this direction, but it still falls
short of having a national policy on addressing language barriers to public services, including healthcare services. This section explains how it was, and is often still, believed that human rights legislation may prove to be the way to ensure full language access, and how other avenues may be explored to that end, especially that of risk management.

4.1. Language access as a human rights issue

An example of human rights legislation used as a driving force behind Canadian public policy can be found in the case of sign language interpreting in the healthcare system. The Canadian Human Rights Act identifies disability as a ground for discrimination and individuals requiring sign language interpreters are covered by the Act. All provinces and territories have similar laws forbidding discrimination in their areas of jurisdiction, which includes health. The 1997 Eldridge Decision by the Supreme Court of Canada, which stated that the failure to provide sign language interpretation where it is needed for effective communication in the delivery of healthcare services violates the rights of deaf people, reinforced this entitlement. The Eldridge Decision states that governments cannot escape their constitutional obligations to provide equal access to public services. There is no equivalent ruling for spoken language interpreting, as the inability to speak one language but not another is not a physical handicap. There are few public records of the impact of miscommunication due to spoken language barriers on the lives of those who have limited proficiency in English or French.

These and other issues were highlighted at a National Symposium which was constituted to disseminate the findings of the research project, and begin the process of identifying viable strategies for strengthening the access to primary health care by those patient populations who have limited proficiency in Canada’s official languages.

In addressing the Symposium, Raj Anand, former Ontario Human Rights Commissioner, talked about the inequities facing members of the Canadian population who are unable to communicate in French or English. Anand concluded that while the Eldridge Decision recognizes that effective communication is essential to the provision of medical services, it cannot be directly applied to the broader context of those immigrants, minority Francophone, Anglophone or First Nations communities who have limited proficiency in Canada’s official languages.

4.2. Language access as a risk management issue

At the same symposium, however, a second presentation (Nielsen 2005) outlined the beginning of a systemic response to addressing language barriers in the healthcare sector. This argument posited that without an overriding legal framework to guide programs, negative responses to language barriers have continued to grow. It further suggested that to maintain positive
momentum and ensure relevance to the ever-changing state of health care in Canada it is essential to re-examine approaches to, and perspectives on, language-access services.

The presentation challenged the audience with finding ways for ensuring that the evidence gathered in the research project could be integrated into organizational planning and program development, and demonstrated the way in which a paradigm shift to a risk management approach might be a pathway for change.

It was suggested that rather than viewing interpreter services as a new, add-on program for patients, addressing language barriers must be understood as part of an integrated strategy for achieving organizational objectives. This shift focuses not on individual and community deficits (lack of fluency in an official language), but on organizational deficits (failure of healthcare organizations to ensure effective and equitable service provision in a culturally diverse society). Integrating this shift involves changing the language we use and “interpreting” the evidence between decision-makers and the community. Credible evidence needs to be included in the decision-making process and knowledge-brokering roles may help foster effective communication of the evidence to decision-makers and clinicians. In order to remain viable and relevant, language services need to be aligned with current healthcare agendas, including those of quality, patient safety and risk management. Inclusion in these agendas will ensure that language programs are not viewed as an expensive add-on service, but rather as an integral part of the overall framework aimed at meeting organizational goals. The move away from “cultural sensitivity” towards service delivery and service outcomes will frame language access as a clinical issue, with clear effects on both patients/clients and an organization’s bottom line.

From a logistical point of view, it was demonstrated how policy change must be the vehicle to mandate language-access services. Four stages of policy and planning need to be considered:

- **Agenda Setting** – Attain recognition among decision-makers that language access requires public or organizational resources and effort;
- **Formulation** – Generate a solution to language access and a strategy to address it;
- **Implementation** – Put the strategy into practice;
- **Evaluation** – A strategic means to integrate incrementally interpreter services into the organization’s operations (Nielsen 2005).

A response to the challenge is currently being developed in Vancouver, British Columbia. This response is contextualized within the findings of the three-city study, which, as we have seen, demonstrated the lack of understanding among healthcare personnel of the need for definitive and clear policies mandating the use of language services. It also revealed that personnel providing and regulating healthcare services are unaware of the profound implications and risks associated with linguistically inaccessible and culturally dissonant services.
The main goal of this initiative is to develop, test, evaluate and ultimately implement an Assessment for Risk Management (ARM) tool to assess healthcare access for non- and limited-English speaking populations. Specifically, this approach to risk management will be developed based on the Canadian Council of Health Services Accreditation (CCHSA) standards. The objectives of the project are (1) to develop a risk/control matrix based on the CCHSA standards; (2) to create a practical application for the ARM tool which is aimed at highlighting issues of access and appropriateness around language concerns. Specifically, the tool will be used to assess the health organization’s capacity to manage risks related to language incongruity between health care providers, or the system they work in, and healthcare clients. Each question of the ARM Tool will focus on critical points marking a clinical pathway where a risk-control practice standard should or could be employed. Once developed, the tool will be pilot-tested at two sites in British Columbia, i.e. the Renal Program (Fraser Health Authority) and the British Columbia Cancer Centre (Provincial Health Services Authority).

When tested, evaluated and, if required, modified, the ARM tool will be transferable to other healthcare sites. It can be expected that this tool will help demonstrate and substantiate the claims that eliminating language barriers in the healthcare system leads to the improvement of the accessibility and quality of health care to patients who cannot or do not yet speak either of Canada’s official languages.

5. Conclusion

As we have seen, the systemic integration of trained community interpreters into the healthcare system still has a long way to go. As we have also seen, the structural and institutional resistance, as well as attitudinal barriers to this movement, is embedded in policies and regulations in the public and institutional sectors, as well as in the attitudes of those service providers who are ill-prepared to consider the effects of miscommunication on the quality of health care delivered to those patients who have a limited proficiency in Canada’s official languages. Implicit in the paradigm shift outlined in this article – the movement from needs assessment to risk management – is the perception that the healthcare system in Canada is becoming increasingly aware of the liabilities inherent in the delivery of services which put at risk the diagnosis and treatment of patient populations. This perception is evident in the attention being paid to ‘risk management’ at the institutional level. The development of the Assessment for Risk Management tool outlined above is, as far as we are aware, the first time that specific attention is being paid to the development of an organizational assessment mechanism which pays particular attention to the needs of those patient populations from minority language backgrounds. It has the potential to radically change the attitudes of those responsible for the delivery of healthcare services, and the quality of care for those who have limited pro-
ficiency in Canada’s official languages. In many respects, this paradigm shift suggests that the provision of language services and the elimination of language barriers must be understood as part of an integrated strategy for achieving organizational and social development objectives.

Initiatives in other parts of the world have seen the integration of language barriers within the general framework of hospital risk management portfolios. However, considering language barriers from a risk-management perspective instead of a human-rights position indicates a paradigm shift in Canada, and possibly elsewhere. Successful testing of this tool could lead to the beginning of its implementation within the healthcare system in this country.

The emergent method of research we used and which led to the development of the ARM tool, as well as the research results obtained by Bowen (2001) enabled us to uncover a number of potential risks embedded in the inabilities of health care providers to communicate effectively with LEP/LFP patient populations. It is hoped that the successful testing of the ARM tool and a wider diffusion of the results and methodology used in developing that tool will result in other institutions seeing the benefits of addressing the problem posed by language barriers in providing quality of care to language minorities.
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